iPad Air 2 and iPad 3 mini 3 Models now available with Cellular Networking in China

BEIJING—December 11, 2014—Today Apple announced that the various models of the iPad
Air 2 as well as the iPad Mini 3 with cellular networking will be made available in China starting
later this week. Those who are living in China will be able to stay connected to advanced cellular
data networks because of availability of TD-LTE and FDD-LTE standards along with DCHSDPA and HSPA+. These advanced cellular networks also allow those who live in China and
own one of these devices to connect to other advanced networks around the world.
So far, the iPad Air 2 is the thinnest and most powerful of these devices to be made. This tablet is
just 6.1 mm thin and weighs around a pound. The iPad Air 2 features a number of innovative
design changes, including a Retina display with a brand new anti-reflective coating that reduces
glare by a total of 56 percent, providing users with better and easier visibility in office and
classroom settings. There is also the new iSight and Facetime cameras for capturing stunning
photos as well as videos. The second generation 64-but A8X chip that this device uses delivers
enhanced CPU and graphics performance when playing games or performing a number of other
tasks.
The innovative Touch ID feature offers a fast and secure way to unlock the iPad using only the
touch of a finger, and it is able to authenticate within apps to make logging in more secure than
ever before. This mobile device is thin and lightweight enough to where most users will be able
to hold it for long periods of time without getting tired at all. The battery in the iPad Air 2 still
has the same long 10-hour lifespan, which is something that most users have come to expect.
Overall, there have been a number of features added to these new tablets, offering consumers
more than ever for their money.
The iPad Mini 3 offers the same type of simple and secure Touch ID feature, and both of these
mobile devices are able to run more than 600,000 different apps, all of which are specifically
designed for the iPad. This device is offered in three different metallic finishes, including gold,
silver, and space gray. Both the iPad Air 2 and the iPad Mini 3 are available for purchasing in
over 110 different countries around the world, including China, the United States, Germany,
Japan, Canada, Brazil, Russia and Australia.
The iPad Air, iPad Mini, and iPad Mini 2 are now all available for lower, more affordable prices.
The 16GB model of the iPad Mini 2 can be purchased for 2,198 RMB and the original iPad Mini
is being sold for 1,798 RMB. The iPad Air with WLAN and Cellular models support TD-LTE
and FDD-LTE, available for just 3,788 RMB for the 32GB model. Prices of Apple’s products,
including the iPad Air 2 and iPad Mini 3, can be found on the company official website on
www.apple.com.

